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Its superior design and amazing flexibility are overshadowed only

							

by the superlative service rendered by your representatives.”
Pastor Mike Long – Peninsula Bible Church, Traverse City, Michigan
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Elevate �our �or�hip to a �igher �lace.
For over 25 years, people have been placing faith in StageRight risers and portable staging.

❦ Our stages fit together so beautifully they look built-in. Our special composite Decks feel
solid under your feet — and our supports remain sturdy even as the choir starts swaying.

❦ Our versatile staging components can grow with the needs of your congregation.
A temporary worship stage today can be reused as seating risers in the future.

❦ Our

products are designed to complement your space and enhance your worship service.
We craft each piece with last-a-lifetime materials. Designing safe and sturdy staging
is our calling.

❦ StageRight products are so easy to use — you’ll shout Hallelujah!
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STAGERIGHT:

Worship Risers

So m e of t h e wo r l d ’s m ost

TOLL-FREE 

�nspirin�
Major Event Supports
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music is
performed on our

Multi Rise Supports

(800) 438–4499

�i�er�
.

Fold & Roll Choral Risers

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

Worship Staging

�e stage �or �ou.

When it comes to custom design,
let us set

StageRight can craft custom Deck shapes
to cover an orchestra pit or to extend your
current stage. The sound absorbing
qualities of the honeycomb construction
used in StageRight Decks make them the
perfect extension to your built-in stage.
Orchestra Pit Filler

Stage Extension

Baptistry Cover
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STAGERIGHT:

Versatile Music Stages

TOLL-FREE 

Music that lifts the heart
starts with a

solid �oundation.

“The music director and I love our StageRight staging. It is durable, versatile
and attractive. We have even had a major signer-songwriter perform on it
and I was proud that we had a quality stage to offer him.”
Kirstie Truluck – The Hyde School, Bath, Maine

Drum Risers
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(800) 438–4499

Band Risers

Music Staging

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

With StageRight staging
any place can be a

Versatile Worship Stages

Worship �pace.

“As a church we had specific needs for a portable platform that required
minimal storage space. The StageRight Deck and Z-800 support system
was a perfect match and has greatly increased visibility during services.”
Jason Groves – Cornerstone Presbyterian Church, St. Louis, Missouri

Z-System Supports

Major Event Supports

Fold & Roll Staging
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STAGERIGHT:

The Versatile StageRight Deck

A) Honeycomb Core
Handle StageRight Decks more
easily thanks to their lighter weight
(compared with a solid-core platform
of comparable strength). Free of
undesirable resonance and the “drumhead” of foot noise.

TOLL-FREE 

Get superb rigidity and sound
absorption from this lightweight deck.

(800) 438–4499

C) Aluminum Edging
Save time by quickly attaching
accessories such as skirting,
chairstops and hardclosure panels.
Reduce maintenance costs as the
tough, aircraft-alloy composition and
anodized finish resist damage.

D) Molded Corners

T he

Maintain StageRight Decks in top
condition thanks to the impact
resistance of molded polycarbonate
corners. Smooth corners eliminate
sharp metal edges.

A

original, versatile, light-

weight, noise reducing stage deck.

They’re so rigid, performers think they’re
on a permanent floor, and they’re
remarkably quiet too. StageRight’s
honeycomb core absorbs resonance to
reduce the “drumhead” effect that can

detract from a performance. Lightweight
construction means added safety during
setup. The StageRight Decks are reversible,

D
B) Reversible

C

Choose from two performance surfaces
to best suit your event. Reduce
maintenance costs by effectively
doubling the wear life of the deck.

POLYTRAC

B

TECHSTAGE

CARPET

giving you a choice for each event and
doubling their wear life. The Decks are
interchangeable on various StageRight
support systems, which allows you to stage
nearly any type of event.

PolyTrac is a black, slip-resistant ABS surface.
It is ideal for use in worship, hospitality
and public event staging.

THE STAGERIGHT DECK
Better Sound — Less Noise
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”Drumhead” noise is reduced with the help
of StageRight’s honeycomb core deck interior.

Techstage is a fiberglass sheeting with a black
textured surface, which offers excellent wear life
and impact resistance. It is ideal for heavier usage,
such as concert staging or dance performances.

FEATURES 

Our commercial-grade, anti-fray, polyolefin
carpet looks better, longer. See page 18 for a
complete selection of carpets.

PolyTrac

TechStage

Noise Reduction

YES

YES

Carpet
YES

Slip Resistant

YES

–

YES

Heavy Traffic

YES

YES

YES

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

Versatile Temporary Staging | The Z-System

Quickly set up solid platforms
for a variety of events.

A) One-Piece Folding Support
Stable, wobble-free platform with
horizontal bracing that eliminates sway
and creak. Supports fold compactly to
save storage space.

D) Locator Nodes on Locator Plates
StageRight Decks automatically
set, align and lock together without
separate clamps or tools. Its snug fit
eliminates the rattle common in oldstyle risers that use clamps and locks.
HD only.

B) Variable Height Legs
D

On the variable height
models, height can be
adjusted in increments
o f 2" w i t h o u t t o o l s .
Spacer buttons on the
telescopic legs eliminate
metal-to-metal contact.

A

E) Bridging
Save time with fewer supports to
set up and tear down as StageRight
Decks bridge both front-to-back and
side-to-side. HD only.

E

C) Adjustable Screw Feet
Threaded screw feet
helps level stage. The
sure-grip urethane
pads helps protect floor
surfaces.
Not available on the
Z-80.

A

solid, reliable �latform,

year after year, performance after

performance, the Z-System promises

ex t ra - o rd i n a r y ve rs a t i l i ty. Ea s i l y
configured—as stage extensions, worship

B

platforms and seating, choral and band
risers. Everything uses the same
C

StageRight Decks and Z-supports. No

Z-800 HD

tools are necessary. You simply unfold
the support to form a “Z” and place a
Versatile, Modular Configurations » Save money and storage space by eliminating the need for separate riser systems for different types of events.

deck on top. The platform will never sway
or creak with the Z-System’s innovative
bracing system. For maximum stability in
every configuration, and a return on
investment that will make your budget go
far, the Z-System makes a great choice.

Z-80/800

➔ Stage Extension Platform

FEATURES 

➔ Contemporary Music Worship

Sample Worship Package

Z-80

Z-800

Z-800HD

Leveling Screw Feet

–

YES

YES

Deck Bridging

–

Fixed Heights
Adjustable Heights

Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS

➔ Choir Risers

–

Includes nine StageRight Decks, Z-legs,
and storage cart.

YES

8" 12" 16" 24" 32"

12" 16" 24" 32" 40"

12"-16", 16"-24", 24"-32"

18"-24", 24"-32", 32"-40"
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STAGERIGHT:

Fold & Roll Risers | FR-Series

TOLL-FREE 

This portable stage is so easy to set up –
you’ll actually get some volunteers to help.

S

�v� set �p �ime

(800) 438–4499

A) Two-Sided Decks
StageRight Decks feature carpet on one side
and a hard surface on the other so you can
choose the performance surface that best
suits the event. The Decks are also available
with the same surface on both sides which
effectively double the surface wear life.
FR-2404 and FR-2403 only.

�nd

B) Cantilever Folding Mechanism

�ncrease safety with the Fold

Reduce the risk of back strain and let the
counterbalance aid in lifting. Hinge location
allows for lower
unit height and
center of gravity.
Transporting while
in the storage
position provides
improved visibility
and safety.

A

and Roll Risers. No tools, transport
dollies, or extra hands are needed. Just
roll it to the event location and unfold.

C

While the Fold and Roll Risers are in the
transport position, the low profile

C) Rugged Casters
Two fixed and two swivel casters provide
positive directional control. The Poly-Loc
urethane wheels do not leave marks, which
saves on maintenance.

provides better visibility over the top and
B

its low center of gravity helps prevent
tipping. The cantilever folding mechanism
aids in folding, so very little weight
is actually lifted, which minimizes the
risk of back strain.

FOLD & ROLL RISERS

➔  Save Time » All parts are mounted to the frame (no tools, assembly or transport dollies are needed).

FEATURES 
Reversible Deck
Surfaces

ß
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Dual heights
available

Safely roll and store the Riser without the
risk of unexpected unfolding. The Riser
automatically locks in both performance
and transport positions. Just one person
is needed to set up the stage for your
event. Little weight is actually lifted during
set up or tear-down.

FR-2402

FR-2403

FR-2404

–

YES

YES

CARPET OR POLYTRAC

CARPET/POLYTRAC

CARPET/TECHSTAGE

Fixed Heights

16" 24" 32"

8" 16" 24" 32"

Dual Heights

16"-24", 24"-32", 32"-40"

16"-24", 24"-32", 32"-40"

“StageRight is WONDERFUL to work with!
They always replied to requests and
we got the risers so quickly!”
Barb Keys – Westlane Middle School, Indianapolis, Indiana

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

Major Event Staging | ME-Supports

When you need to rise above the rest – this
modular system will save you time and money.

A) Retractable Locator Assembly
StageRight Decks automatically align
when the stage
sections connect
together using
the conical
locator nodes.

B) Bridging
Save time with fewer supports to set up
and tear down. StageRight Decks bridge
both front-to-back and side-to-side.

A

B

Deck Bridges
Between
Two Supports

S�lid,

�et �imple.

The Major Event Support Systems

a re t h e o r i g i n a l “ b r i d g i n g d e c k”

C) Adustable Screw Feet

D

Compensate for uneven floors
with 5" of easy, fine-adjustment
leveling. Protect floor surfaces
with sure-grip 2 7/8" diameter
urethane pads.

C

performance stages, which use fewer

supports. This allows you to reduce setup

and leveling time, while still giving your
users a sturdy, rock-solid performance
platform. Each column of these stage

D) Quick-Set Height Selector

under-structures support up to four

Select stage heights in 2"
increments. Ensure maximum
security using the large, height
adjustment pin.

The ME-1000AT (all-terrain) style allows you to
adjust individual legs to accommodate uneven
spaces such as stairs, fountains, or curbs.

adjoining StageRight Decks. The tapered
locator nodes at the top of each column
align the StageRight Decks during
assembly and automatically connect
stage sections without extra parts or
tools. Its compact storage size saves
room, and its modular design gives you
the flexibility to configure your staging in
various sizes and shapes.

➔  ME-1000 Support » Braces attach quickly without tools.

FEATURES 

➔  ME-500 Support » The optional one-piece, folding support.

ME-500

ME-1000

Modular, Snap-Lock Braces

–

YES

One-Piece Folding Support

YES

Fixed Heights
Adjustable Heights

MAJOR EVENT SUPPORTS

–
Call for information.
32"-48", 36"-56", 48"-78"
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STAGERIGHT:

Seating Risers | ML-Series

TOLL-FREE 

You can maximum seating capacity for a
choir or congregation and minimize labor
with this easy-to-use portable riser.

(800) 438–4499

A) One-Piece Support System
Save setup time by simply rolling the
multi-level assembly into position and
unfolding it in place.

B) Bridging
Save time with fewer supports to set
up and tear down as StageRight Decks
bridge between supports.

B

�

�rsatılity,

A

�lexibility �nd reliab�lity

combine to make the ML-1600 Seating

Riser the first choice of worship facilities

C

around the world. You can seat your

C) Adjustable Screw Feet

congregation in one of several possible

Compensate for uneven floors with 3"
of easy, fine-adjustment leveling. Save
costs with tough, 5/8" Acme-thread
screw that resist damage (compared to
typical “V” threads).

configurations using the same components,
thereby maximizing seating capacity for
each event. The one-piece folding support
assembly reduces hours of set up time.

Modular Design » Configure seating to best suit each event. Drop off or add levels in front or back. Build to unlimited width.

Just roll it into place and unfold it. The
combination of our resonance-absorbing
StageRight Decks and the sturdy ML-1600
understructure helps audiences feel
like they are on permanent risers.

MULTI LEVEL SUPPORTS

➔ Accordian fold design facilitates quick setup and compact storage of the ML-1600 seating riser.
Hardclosure Panels

ß
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Hardclosure panels act as a trash guard
and a chairstop. They quickly
snap into the aluminum
edging of the
StageRight Deck.

Guardrails
Prevent accidental falls with sturdy
steel rails. Save time during setup as
the rails attach securely to the deck
without tools or loose parts. Find
more information on Page 19.

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

Seated Choral & Band Risers | MR-Series

Setup is so easy with one-piece folding supports
and decks that bridge, your choir won’t be
the only ones singing “Hallelujah.”

A) Bridging
StageRight Decks automatically align
and lock together side-to-side and
front-to-back on locator nodes. No
separate clips, clamps or tools are
required to lock units together.

D

B) Hardclosure Panels
Hardclosure panels act as trash guard,
chairstop and they finish the look of
your risers. They easily snap into place
without the use of tools. See page 18
for more information.

A

�ring �veryda�

�rac�ices, your choir members

B

think this is a solid, built-in riser. Yet, the

C

MR-3 can be moved easily to the stage or

C) Light-Weight, Reversible Decks

multipurpose room for services, where

Choose the performance surface that
best suits the event with the optional
PolyTrac on one side and carpet on the
other side (standard Deck has PolyTrac
on both sides). See page 8 for more
information.

you’ll enjoy the same stability and sound
projection plus excellent audience appeal.
You’ll save time during changeovers

One-Piece, Three-Level Supports » Three levels are pre-aligned and connected, saving time during setup. Perform with confidence on stable, wobble-free platforms.

because each single-piece support aligns
and interconnects three levels as well
as connects StageRight Decks that
bridge to the next support.

➔ StageRight Decks bridge between one-piece understructures. Saving time and locking sections together couldn’t be easier.

MULTI-RISE SUPPORTS

Sample Configurations
In the following illustrations,
each set of three shaded Decks are
placed on a single understructure;
unshaded decks bridge between
understructures.

35'10"

22'8"
13'8"

46'6"
16'3"

51'9"

19'10"

16'3"

ß
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STAGERIGHT:

Versatile Music Staging | The Z-System Supports

TOLL-FREE 

Guarantee the best possible performance,
no matter what the worship or configuration need.
You can configure your Z-System to accommodate a wide variety of events, with easy and fast
setup. Supports fold compactly for storage and are operable without the use of any tools.

STRAIGHT RISER

(800) 438–4499

Sample Configurations
(Capacities do not include a row on the floor.)

All packages include hardclosure
panels, end panels, chairstops and are
two sided - Blk PolyTrac/Blk PolyTrac.

Z-SYSTEM CHORAL RISERS

➔

30 person capacity

Z-system ada�ts

to every kind of music. Since your
m u si c i an s n eed d i fferent seating
arrangements for each musical genre,
you want to ensure the perfect setting
for each performance. From a hand bell
choir to a contemporary worship
ensemble, you can easily configure your

A simple straight-choir riser can be
configured as shown by using 3'x8'
StageRight Decks and supports. A fast,
reliable, one piece Z-800 support provides
the solid feel you require. Supports make it
easy to carry the platforms to and from the
performance area.

BAND PLATFORM

50 person capacity

➔

A Band Platform riser can be
configured as shown simply by using
four 4'x8' StageRight Decks and four
Z-supports. You’ll minimize your initial
investment because you can use the same
support system for a wide variety of needs.

Z-SYSTEM BAND RISERS
65 person capacity

Z-Riser to match the mood and tempo of
every program, without changing the
sound quality or line-of-sight. As
convenient to use as it is economical, this
product offers unmatched stability and
versatility for accommodating your
diverse performance needs.

CURVED RISER

➔
70 person capacity

A 50-person curved riser can be configured
as shown simply by using nine 4'x8'
StageRight Decks, six pie sections and
Z-supports. Assembly is as easy as unfolding
the support to a “Z” shape and placing the
deck on it.

Z-SYSTEM SUPPORTS
Hardclosure Panels

ß
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Hardclosure panels act as a trash guard
and a chairstop. They quickly
snap into the aluminum
edging of the
StageRight Deck.

FEATURES 

Z-80

Z-800

Z-800HD

Leveling Screw Feet

–

YES

YES

Deck Bridging

–

–

Fixed Heights
Adjustable Heights

YES

8" 12" 16" 24" 32"

12" 16" 24" 32" 40"

12"-16", 16"-24", 24"-32"

18"-24", 24"-32", 32"-40"

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

A) Integrated Back Rail

Roll.
Unfold.
Perform.

Perform more safely by protecting against
accidental falls.

B) Optional Fourth Level
An optional fourth level can be added
by simply removing the rail, inserting
the step and replacing the rail.

A

B

W

�en portab�lity �nd

ea�e �f �se �re �op �riorities,

C) Cantilever Folding Mechanism
Reduce the risk of back strain and let the
counterbalance aid in lifting. Save time
and energy because treads fold up in one
easy motion.

Fold & Roll Choral Risers | FR-36

E

the Fold & Roll design of this unique

choral riser is the perfect choice. With

C

the same high quality construction of our
larger, more permanent components,

D) Secure, Locking Casters
Locking casters stay in place to ensure a
stable, wobble-free riser.

D

you’ll give up nothing while gaining
the advantage of simple, one-person
setup. The secure, locking casters and
built-in tubular steel back rail provide
performers with safety and stability. The
optional fourth level allows for more
performers in confined spaces.

➔  Setup couldn’t be easier — just unfold the FR-36 Choral Riser and it locks into place. No tools, assembly or transport dollies are needed.

“Our StageRight risers are gorgeous! The are sturdy,
very safe for the girls, roomy, and easily stored. They compliment the
stage in our new performing arts center...we’re thrilled to have them!”
Dr. Kathy Myers – Gwynedd Mercy Academy, Gwynedd Valley, Pennsylvania

FOLD & ROLL CHORAL RISERS

E) Interchangeable Treads
Choose either straight or
semicircular configuration
for your performance.

ß
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STAGERIGHT:

Alla Breve Touring Choral Riser

TOLL-FREE 

Use this riser on stage, on tour,
and in the practice room.

(800) 438–4499

A) Stability
Feels like a permanent platform
because of the tripod understructures,
interlocking sections, and 2" thick
treads.

B) Honeycomb-Core Treads

U�e

Handle the treads more easily because
of their lighter weight (compared
to a solid-core tread of comparable
strength). Enjoy a performance free
of undesirable resonance and the
“drumhead” effect of foot noise.

�hese ri�ers �n �our

A

�ymna�ium �r take �hem

with you when your group performs at
the senior center. You’ll enjoy excellent

You can configure the versatile Alla
Breve riser treads for either a straight
or semicircular presentation.

sight lines and audio projection without

annoying wobbling and creaking. No
matter the location of your performance,

B

our tripodal understructures, interlocking
sections and two-inch thick treads
solidify and stabilize the riser. The rigid
treads, made of plywood laminated to a
resonance-absorbing honeycomb core,
help performers feel like they are on a
permanent platform. The simple assembly
and lightweight parts, allow anyone to set

Compact

Light-Weight Parts

Set up your Riser in almost any room,
because the Transport fits through
standard doorways. Package includes
reversible treads, aluminum tripod,
supports, side and rear guardrails, and
transportation carts.

Just one person can handle the setup and transport of riser parts. Save
on your initial investment in risers by
using the same Riser in practice and
on stage.

up the Alla Breve riser.

TOURING CHORAL RISER
Sample Configurations

ß
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Capacities shown include a
row standing on the floor and
vary according to the sizes of
persons and spacing. Larger
packages available.

One Section
(15-20 people)

Two Sections
(30-40 people)

Three Sections
(45-60 people)

Four Sections
(60-80 people)

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

Alla Breve Music Shell

Enhanced sound and easy setup
make this shell a top performer.

A) Tower with Canopy
Reflect a maximum range of audible
frequencies with the four-position
canopy. Save setup time as top panels
glide into performance position with
minimal lift effort.

A
B) Counterweighted Pulley Setup
Save labor — only one person (even
someone of slight build) is needed to
raise or lower the Shell.

E) Laminated Panels

C) Telescoping Height
You can use the
sound shells in a
variety of rooms
because the shell
can be raised to
any height from
8'4" to 13'5."

B

E

D) Twin Locking Casters
At only 6' 7.5" tall in the storage
position, the Shell glides easily through
any standard door. If Shell must be
lifted, its 256-lb. weight is more easily
managed than old-style 375+ lb. shells.
The locking casters keep them in place.

The warm,
beige, colored
laminated
panels reflect
a maximum
range of audible
frequencies.
The panels are 7/8" thick
and are made with a strong,
yet light-weight, honeycomb
core “sandwiched” between
impact-resistant ABS
plastic laminate. A strong,
metal frame will keep these
sound shells performing
for years.

A�a Breve”

C

“

�eaning “�ut �ime,” �s �xactly

�hat �is �elf-standing, portable

music shell does during setup. This easy-

to-handle shell can be rolled into any
room and quickly set up to enhance

sound. In fact, only one person is required
D

to set it up because the panels glide
easily into position with minimal 15-pound
lift effort. Durable, laminated panels

STORAGE 
Save space as shells nest compactly
in storage (six nested Shells occupy
less than 39 square feet).

reflect a maximum range of audible
frequencies.Performers and audiences
will love the mix and
projection of sound
enhanced by the
Alla Breve Music Shell.
➔  Top panel glides into position with the aid of gas springs. Push the handle bar down until the tower reaches the desired height.

MUSIC SHELLS

Sample Configurations
With an angled canopy you get the best
sound reflection for choirs, bands and
large ensembles.

ß
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STAGERIGHT:

Accessories

TOLL-FREE 

(800) 438–4499

DECK SURFACES
StageRight Decks are available in a variety of surfaces to meet the
different requirements of your performance areas. Two textured
surfaces and twelve shades of commercial-grade polyolefin carpet
comprise the list of available deck surfaces. The anti-fray properties

Tradewind

Polar Express

Manhattan Sky

Scotch Pine

Mayflower

Coffee Frost

PolyTrac

Capitol Red

Plumberry

Slippery Rock

Ground Pepper

Chestnut Bark

Bramble

TechStage

of our carpet keep your surfaces looking newer for a longer period of
time, preventing premature replacement.

HARDCLOSURE PANELS
Our hardclosure panels act as a trash guard and chairstop to finish the
look of your riser. They quickly snap into place in our deck aluminum
edging channel without the use of tools for easy installation. The
panels shown here are constructed of 5⁄8" plywood, with laminated-

➔

poly wear surface for strength and durability

➔
SKIRTING AND BACKDROPS
Our non-combustible skirting or drapery is made of easy-care
100% PolyTwill or polyester velvet and is available in several
colors. The skirting has clips that snap into the edge of
StageRight Decks for a more

Black

White

Pewter

Cashmere

Mink

Gold

Copper

Rouge

Lipstick

Cranberry

Iris

Navy

Royal

Hunter

finished look. Velcro strips on the
reverse side of the adjustableheight skirting allow you to adjust
the height to fit
your stage.

Mounted on casters, our portable backdrop can be rolled quickly into place
behind your stage, riser or other space. The frame telescopes for easy setup
and compact storage. A sturdy steel frame supports our flame-retardant,
ß
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velvet drapery. Sizes range from 6' wide by 10' high, to 8' wide and 12' high.

Brackets attached to the back of the
hardclosure panels simply slide into the
grooves of your StageRight Decks.

OR ONLINE 

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

STAGERIGHT:

Accessories

GUARDRAILS

STAIRS

Prevent accidental falls with our sturdy

We offer a variety of stairs that are designed to work with StageRight Decks and supports. Stairs firmly

Guardrails, designed for all StageRight risers

attach to the edge of our honeycomb decks and easily adjust for a range of stage heights. The stairs do

and staging. Made of tubular steel, each section

not require tools to attach.

is 42" high and has a lower bar that serves as
a chairstop. The Guardrail attaches quickly and

Many rail sizes and styles available.

Basic Stairs

Folding Adjustable Stairs

Tilt & Tote Stairs

easily to your riser or deck, without requiring
any tools. Grippers firmly hold the Guardrail in
place for a safe and secure performing area.
Casters make transportation
easy but won’t rest on the
floor while the stairs are in use.

CHAIRSTOPS

BOX TREAD STAIRS

You no longer need to worry about injury

Make your portable stage look less temporary

or disruption resulting from chairs or tables

with hand-crafted box tread stairs. We offer a

slipping off your risers or staging during

variety of finishes to compliment your interior

your events. StageRight chairstops help keep

and match your stage surface.

furniture securely in place. These chairstops
attach with quick-lock mounting brackets —
locking firmly and inconspicuously on the edge
of our StageRight Decks.

TRANSPORTATION/STORAGE CARTS

ADA RAMP

Convenience and portability are a trademark of StageRight products. That’s why we offer

ADA-approved, these ramps are easy to set up

transportation carts that can be used with almost any of our products. Rugged casters do not leave

and offer versatile configuration options, with

marks, helping you save on maintenance. Two swivel and two fixed casters provide positive directional

access heights from 8" to 72". Secure guardrails

control, making it easy to steer the cart.

provide safety and assistance. The StageRight
Decks on our ramp systems are reversible
to a black, safety-tread, quadruple
surface. The system is easy to
install with no single component
weighing more than
100 pounds.
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 STAGERIGHT COMMITMENT. For over twenty years, StageRight has provided risers and staging to

busy worship venues worldwide. At such facilities, equipment must be sturdy—a feature built into every
one of our products. StageRight assures your satisfaction with quality, built to last products.

©2007 STAGERIGHT CORP.

SET UP IN MINUTES.
STURDY, WITH NO TOOLS REQUIRED.
UNSURPASSED CUSTOMER SERVICE.

495 PIONEER PARKWAY

TOLL-FREE (800) 438-4499

CLARE, MICHIGAN 48617

PHONE (989) 386-7393

WWW.STAGERIGHT.COM

FAX (989) 386-3500

